It is very important to evaluate the soundness of the injection site by simulating the behavior of carbon dioxide injected into the reservoir. Monte Carlo approach is often used for the statistical evaluation of reservoir because its models include much uncertainty. This approach requires a large number of simulations and it is very time consuming. Therefore we accelerated the simulation with GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) computing technology. We used the simulator called TOUGH2/ECO2N. As a result, we achieved acceleration rate more than 8 times with the simulation for the three -dimensional reservoir model of the Nagaoka project site having 110,000 grids.
INTRODUCTION
Prior to CCS project, it is very important to evaluate the soundness of the injection site by simulating the behavior of carbon dioxide injected into the reservoir. Monte Carlo approach is often used for the statistical evaluation of reservoir because its models include much uncertainty. This approach requires a large number of simulations and it is very time consuming. Therefore we accelerated the simulation with GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) computing technology.
THE RESERVOIR SIMULATOR

TOUGH2/ECO2N
We used the simulator called TOUGH2/ECO2N developed in Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory of America. TOUGH2 is a numerical simulator for flows of multicomponent, multiphase fluids in porous 
TOUGH2-MP
The TOUGH2 series has a massively parallel version of the TOUGH2 cord called TOUGH2-MP. [3] Its basic function is totally similar to TOUGH2. TOUGH2 works with a single CPU, whereas TOUGH2-MP is designed to perform parallel simulation on Multi-CPU (Central Processing Unit) computational platforms. Therefore the simulation of TOUGH2-MP is the speed that is higher than that of TOUGH2 if we execute only one simulation. However, TOUGH2-MP is not suitable for a lot of simulation like Monte Carlo simulation because operation efficiency per one CPU core deteriorates.
ACCELERATION METHOD
Parallel and Concurrent execution
When many simulation results ar Concurrent exe Parallel execution by TOUGH2- Fig.2 shows it. Parallel execution uses in combination Multi-CPU and can obtain one simulation result. On the other hand, Concurrent execution uses Multi-CPU individually and can obtain many results. As the result, we , when many simulation results are required in our environment.
GPU(Graphics Processing Unit)
We used not Multi-CPU platform but GPU to accelerate simulation of TOUGH2. GPU is very cheaper than Multi-CPU when we are going to get equal performance.
GPU is many-core architecture. The data parallelism of the operation processing is important to accelerate simulation with GPU. It is necessary to renew a program. TOUGH2 is an open source described FORTRAN, we change algorithm by modifying a program and can carry out it by GPU.
GPU which we used is GeForce GTX580 made in NVIDIA.
Parallelization
The data parallelism of the operation processing is important to accelerate simulation with GPU. But TOUGH2-MP is the task parallelism and it is different from the data parallelism. The operation processing algorithm that is high-cost of simulation execute time of the TOUGH2 is high data dependence. Therefore, in general it is difficult to make it parallel, but we applied the model on the basis of the structure grid, and we realized the data parallel of TOUGH2 by utilizing the following algorithm.
Multi-Color Ordering Cuthill-Mckee Ordering Matrix storage methods such as BSR or ELL As a result of having made trial and error, the ordering which combined Multi-Color with CuthillMckee was able to speed up most. Fig.3 shows the conception diagram of ordering.
Multi-Color (4 colors)
Cuthill-Mckee Multi-Color Cuthill-Mckee Because there is not dependence, the cell of the same color can do a calculation at the same time.
When we simulate it, we use iterative methods for linear equation solution. The more the data parallelism rises, the shorter one iteration calculation time become. However, the total simulation time becomes long when the iterative number of times increases. Generally, there are the relations of the tradeoff in concurrency and convergence, and it is necessary to choose the most suitable parallel degree depending on a problem to solve.
Multi-Color ordering is high in the parallel degree, but convergence characteristics are bad. Conversely, Cuthill-Mckee ordering has low parallel degree, and convergence characteristics are good. It is Multi-Color Cuthill-Mckee ordering to have added the good point of both. This method is superior in the load balance, too.
Further improvement
A parallel degree and the convergent trade-off need adjustment by the problem. We improved it to be able to choose coloring order from cyclic or oscillatory to cope with this adjustment. Furthermore, we could decide a most suitable parallel degree by appointing the number of any colors. Oscillatory worsens load balance, but convergence characteristics are good and may raise a parallel degree. Fig.4 shows a conception diagram of cyclic and oscillatory. In addition, we applied the following for simulation speedup. The block incomplete LU factorization to improve convergence of the matrix solver Loop Unrolling Optimization of the memory transfer e.g. Memory coalescing, Minimization of the transfer between CPU and GPU Optimization of procedures to convert the storage method of the sparse matrix
Result
We achieved acceleration rate more than 8 times with the simulation for the three-dimensional reservoir model of the Nagaoka project site having 110,000 grids. Execute time of the simulation was shortened to 12%. In another case, we were got a speedup rate more than 14 times in the realistic virtual models having 100,000 grids that carbon dioxide was spread more widely. Execute time of the simulation was shortened to 7%. Table. 3 shows execution time before and after the acceleration. Basically when the number of the grids of the reservoir model increases, the acceleration rate of the simulation becomes higher, but it depends on the problem. Execution time is ten times of average. Table. 4 shows summary of model. Tabel.5 shows simulation execution environment. 
Conclusion
When many calculation results are required, we achieved accelerating of the reservoir simulation by GPU.
The TOUGH2 program for GPU which we developed in this study does not need a modification to support a performance enhancement of GPU. In other words we can easily receive a benefit of the evolution of the GPU. The speedup of 1 core CPU is technically difficult today. Therefore CPU increases core numbers and speeds up. This method is very expensive and is inefficient. GPU gives the same performance to us very cheaply. Besides, the splendid performance enhancement of GPU still continues for a while.
We were able to work on the statistical evaluation of the reservoir model in consideration of uncertainty by carrying out Monte Carlo simulation using TOUGH2 accelerated by GPU.
